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We give a new, simpler, yet slightly more general presentation of the labelling 
systems of [2]. These were introduced in [l, 21 in order to treat various topics in 
the study of recursive structures, as was done in [2, 3, 5, 61. The new systems may 
be used wherever the old ones were, and more simply, and they may also be used 
in constructing r.e. structures, rather than just recursive ones, whereas, it seems, 
the old ones cannot. We anticipate that they will find still wider applications. 
The object of the present paper is to describe the new systems, to establish 
their significance in Proposition 1, which applies equally to limit ordinals, and to 
prove, in Lemmas 1 to 5, the relevant results concerning the recursive infinitary 
syntax of r.e. structures. We content ourselves with a single example, in the final 
section, of a theorem in which these systems can be used to construct r.e. 
structures rather than only recursive structures. 
This example seems quite sufficient both to show from first principles how the 
systems may be used and also to illustrate how the results of [2, 3, 5, 61 may be 
modified or generalized in the case of r.e. structures. We also show, using the 
same example, how these systems can equally well be applied when one wishes to 
consider only recursive structures. 
In Section 1, we make some introductory remarks concerning recursive and r.e. 
structures and their study. 
In Section 2, we describe our new lu-systems and state the result, Proposition 1, 
which establishes their significance. We add some comments on the reasons for 
our choice of conventions. 
For a proof of Proposition 1 when (Y is infinite, we would be unable to do better 
than to reproduce almost word-for-word the rather long and intricate argument of 
[2], so in Section 3 we adopt what seem to be a preferable course and assume, for 
that section only, complete familiarity with the arguments of [2]. We describe 
how these arguments can be modified to establish Proposition 1 for successor 
ordinals and a different version, Proposition 2, previously described in Section 2, 
for limit ordinals. 
Presumably, Proposition 1 for limit ordinals could also be obtained by judicious 
changes to the argument of [2], but we have noticed that it can instead be 
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deduced directly from Proposition 2, by constructing one &-system from another, 
and we give this construction in Section 4. 
For applications to r.e. structures, we need to consider suitable classes of 
recursive infinitary formulas, slightly different from those of [2], and in Section 5 
we define these and some related notions. In Lemmas 1 to 5 we establish the 
properties of these which are need for Section 6 and which may also be useful 
elsewhere. 
In Section 6 we establish, under certain assumptions, necessary and sufficient 
condition on structures 8 and ‘8 and ordinals (Y < c@‘ that an arbitrary n”, set S 
can be encoded in a recursive sequence (B, ) of r.e. structures, in the sense that, 
for each it, we have 
We observe that this is not only an analogue of the result of [5] for recursive 
structures, but also a generalization of it. For the same reason, Lemmas 1 to 5 are 
both analogues and generalizations of various results in [2, 3, 51. 
Apart from Section 3, the paper is fairly self-contained, and the reader may 
wish to omit Section 3 and accept Proposition 1 on trust. In this case, on first 
reading, he may prefer also to omit the further remarks on limit a-systems in 
Section 2 and the construction which constitutes Section 4. 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Julia Knight, Terry Millar and 
Anil Nerode for various remarks which seem to have played some part in his 
cerebrations. They are, of course, entirely blameless for any failings in the 
ultimate outcome. 
0. Preliminaries 
Formulas 
The formulas considered are the infinitary formulas of the appropriate L,,, as 
defined in [7]. We use the term positive formula in a slightly unconventional sense 
to means a formula containing no negation symbols except in the negated atomic 
formuh xi #A+ They therefore would be the positive formulas in the conven- 
tional sense if a new symbol for # were introduced. The use of the sign + in the 
natation .Yz and II: for classes of formulas definitely does not mean that the 
formulas are positive, as explained in Section 5. 
Sequences 
We use the notation CT to denote a configuration of the form al, u2, . . . , a, 
which may, depending on the context, also be construed as the set 
{ a19 a29 * * * 7 a,} or as the sequence (ai, u2, . . . , a,). Thus 6, 6 may be used to 
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denote the concatenation of the sequences d and b. We also adopt the convention 
that when f is a function of the appropriate type, if C denotes ai, u2, . . . , a,,, then 
f(G) denotes.%),f(4, . . . ,f(d. 
Ordinals 
The symbols cr, /3, y, 5, 9 are used exclusively to denote ordinal numbers, 
while we use the notation N for the set of all natural numbers. The recursive 
ordinals and Kleene’s system 0 of notations for them are described in [8]. In this 
paper all ordinals considered may be taken to be recursive ordinals. At any one 
time, all ordinals under consideration are j3 < cx for some (Y < WY”. When the 
terminology of recursive functions is applied to these ordinals /3, we assume that 
some notation, a, for (Y has been chosen and that each #I c (Y is treated according 
to its unique notation, b E 0, for which 6 <e a. In the interest of readability we 
ask the reader to understand ‘notation for /3’ in this sense, instead of ‘/3’ when 
necessary. 
1. R.e. structures 
We define an r.e. structure to be one of the form !?I = 
(A, (Ri)isr, (gj)js,, (ak)ks~) f or which A, Z, J, K are recursive sets and, for 
suitable recursive functions ,u, Y, each Ri is uniformly in i an r.e. p(i)-ary 
recursive relation on A, each gj is uniformly in j a v(j)-ary recursive function 
on A and the function k H ak from K to A is recursive. The similarity type of such 
a structure is (I, Z, K, p, Y) and the corresponding effective language is denoted 
by L. 
The usual device for treating the gj and the ak as relations may be employed 
here without affecting our results, since a total function is recursive if and only if 
it has an r.e. graph. It may seem plausible to consider also the possibility of 
allowing A to be r.e. and not necessarily recursive, but one could then consider 
the inverse image of A under a one-one total recursive function and study instead 
the induced r.e. structure of the sort already described. For this reason, and since 
we have no non-trivial results in the case where A is finite, we may if we wish 
always assume that A = N. 
Several aspects of recursive structures have been considered in [l, 2, 3, 5, 61. 
For recursive structures it is again sufficient to consider only structures of the 
form (A, (Ri)i,l) where the Ri are now required to be uniformly recursive and 
not just r.e. We note that the study of r.e. structures includes the study of 
recursive structures, since recursive structures (A, (Ri)i,l) correspond exact to 
r.e. structures (A, (Ri)iEI, (Z?i)iEI) h w ere & denotes the complement of Ri. By 
the same device, it also includes the study of mixed structures 
(A, (Ri)ie,, (Sj>js/, tTk)keK) in which the Ri are required to be uniformly 
recursive, the Sj uniformly r.e. and the Tk uniformly co-r.e. 
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It is clear that a non-recursive permutation, f, of the set A in an r.e. structure 
?I = (A, (Ri)iEI) may still yield an r.e. structure, but having different recursive 
properties. It seems most elegant to view such a permutation as an isomorphism 
f : $?I = 23 between r.e. structures, where ‘B = (A, Cf(Ri))&. 
The topics considered in [l, 2, 3, 61 were all related, in one way or another, to 
the construction of such isomorphic recursive copies having various properties, 
which necessitated the construction, simultaneously, of AL isomorphism for 
arbitrarily large LX< myK. In [4], cop ies of a structure !!I which are recursive 
relative to a given Turing degree, d, were considered, the problem being to 
determine from ‘21 the least ~9 for which there exists a least /3th jump of such 
degrees d. 
In this last connection one needs constructions which encode a given set in the 
@h jump of a structure but in no smaller jump. Such constructions suggested the 
topic of [5] in which the problem was to construct a recursive sequence, 
60, G,. * * of recursive structures for which the isomorphism type of En depends, 
in a non-recursive way, on n. An example is that for any cx < oFK and any @,+i 
set S there exists such a recursive sequence for which 
t&z= ;I,, ( 
if n ES, 
if n $ S. 
In Theorem 3.1 of [5] it was shown how such a recursive sequence can in 
general be constructed, subject to certain infinitary syntactical conditions on the 
structures involved. Since it seems to be the ‘tidiest’ use of the old labelling 
systems, we choose this result to generalize, in Section 6, to r-e. structures, 
thereby illustrating the use of the new systems. 
2. Labelling systems 
Definitions. An r.e. scheme is a structure % = (U, L, P, E) for which U, L are 
r.e. sets, P is an r.e. set of finite sequences of the form (zQ,, lo, ur, II, . . .) where 
each Ui E lJ and each Zi E L, and E E L X N is r.e. For simplicity, we also require 
that P is closed under the formation of initial segments. 
An instruction for % is a function p which assigns, to each member of P of the 
form (u,,, lo, . . . , u,, I,), where n 2 0, an element u,+i E U for which 
(&Tl, Z0, . * * , WI, I”, u,+1) E p. 
An input for % is a triple (u, I, p) for which p is an instruction for % and 
(u, 1) E P. We say that (u, I, p) is At is p is. 
A run in % of the input (u, I, p) is an infinite sequence s = (uO, Z,, ul, Zi, . . .) of 
which every finite initial segment is in P, such that u. = u, lo = Z and such that, for 
each n 20, u,+i =p(uo, IO, . . . , u,, 1,). 
For Z E L we write E(Z) = {m : (1, m) E E} and ifs = (uo, lo, ui, Zi, . . .) we write 
E(s) = IJ, E(Z,). We say that the run s in $ is conservative if E(s) is r.e. 
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Comment. Such a scheme corresponds to an infinite two-player game, where, 
alternately, player I plays elements of U and player II plays elements of L, so 
that at each stage the corresponding finite sequence remains in P. 
An input corresponds to a starting position and a strategy for player I. Player II 
is considered to win against this strategy if the infinite sequence lo, 11, . . . of his 
plays makes lJ,, E(Z,) r.e. 
The name ‘labelling system’ arises from the following visualization of this 
situation. One pictures only the tree of positions after player I has acted, that is, 
the tree of sequences from P of the form (uO, lo, . . . , u,, f,,, u,+~), and regards 
the action of player II not as proceeding to a successor node but rather as 
assigning a ‘label’ to the present node, consisting of an element of L. In this way 
one may picture the sequence of elements of U as nodes of a tree and use letters 
for the associated elements of L, as in [l], thereby avoiding the nuisance of 
remembering in the full tree which levels correspond to which player. 
In applications, one designs an r.e. scheme in which the existence of a 
conservative run for a suitable input establishes the desired result. In terms of the 
game, one therefore wishes to ensure that player II may win when player I 
follows a certain strategy. In our applications so far, this strategy for player I 
consists invariably of supplying suitable information from a At oracle, for some 
fixed (Y < 0:“. In the cases where sharp results are established, there is no 
question but that player I has a winning strategy, which may be chosen to be 
A:+,. Our desired result will follow if on the other hand we can prove that, for 
the scheme we have designed, player II can win against an arbitrary strategy for 
player I which is only At, because then, in particular, he can win against the one 
determined by the At oracle. 
Proposition 1, to follow, asserts that the existence of r.e. relations on L 
satisfying certain conditions is sufficient to ensure this property of the scheme, for 
the value of (Y in question. 
Definitions. An ~sysrem where 1 c CY < mFK is a structure Y = (U, L, P, E, 
(E@)& for which (17, L, P, E) is an r.e. scheme, each c5 is, uniformly in 
5 < CY, an r.e. binary relation on L and the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) Each c5 is reflexive and transitive. 
(2) If&rl<cuandIs,m, thenIEEm. 
(3) If I co m then E(f) G E(m). 
(4) If (~0, IO, . . . , u,, I,,, u,+J E P, if cr > c1 > &> * . * > & 2 0 and if 
1, = m 1 s5, m2 E& ’ . . GE*-, mk then there exists 1,+1 for which 
(~0, 10, . . . , u,, l,, u,,+l, ln+l) E P and mi ~5, l,,,, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , k. 
Proposition 1. Every At input for any cr-system has a conservative run. 
Moreover, there is a partial effective procedure which assigns, to any r.e. index 
for 9, any (u, I) in P and any AZ index for an instruction p for 9, a AZ index for a 
run s of the input (u, 1, p) for 9’ and an r.e. index for the corresponding E(s). 0 
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In Section 3 we relate this to the results of [2]. However, two comments on the 
choice of definitions seem appropriate here. 
Comment 1. It may seem more natural to require in the definition that an 
instruction p should also assign to the empty sequence 0 an element u E U for 
which (u) E P, and to define a run of p in Y to be a sequence u,,, Z,,, ul, II, . . . of 
which every initial segment is in P and such that, for each n 3 0, u, = 
p(u0, Z0, * * . , &I-1, L-1). 
Let us asume these definitions for the remainder of this comment. 
Then every At instruction for an cu-system Y has a conservative At run, 
provided that 9’ satisfies the additional condition: 
(4)+ For each (u) E P there exists 1 for which (u, I) E P. 
This statement follows immediately from Proposition 1. In this case, however, 
it will not necessarily be possible to compute an r.e. index for E(s) only from a 
At index for p. For this additional uniformity, which is in fact convenient in 
Section 6, one may deduce the necessary further assumption by adding a new u* 
and Z* to the beginning of each sequence in P and suitably extending the system. 
Condition (4) for the resulting system then gives the following additional 
condition on the present system. 
(4)++ If (u) E P, if (Y > E1 > & > - * . > & > 0 and if m2 cE2 m3 cE3. . . Gus_, 
mk, then there exists 1 for which (u, Z) E P and mi sg, 1 for each i = 2,3, 
. . . ) k. 
To avoid this complication it seems preferable to specify, in addition to the 
instruction p, the first entry, u, of the desired run, rather than just a At index for 
it. By further specifying its second entry I, we also avoid adding condition (4+). 
Comment 2. For the sake of applications, this least restrictive method of defining 
the sets P and the instructions for cY-systems i  presumably the most useful. On 
the other hand, we note that for any a-system Y = (U, L, P, E, ( E~)~<J we 
may define an ‘equivalent’ o-system Y’ = (U’, L’, P’, E’, ( c_;)~<~) for which the 
condition (~6, Z& ui, Zi, . . .) E P depends only on the sets of pairs (uf, Zf) and 
(Zf, ui+J and such that instructions p for Y correspond to instructions P’ for 9” 
with the property that p’(u& Z& . . . , u;, I;) depends only on IA. Thus, if desired, 
these properties of P and p may be assumed without loss of generality. 
The definition of Y’ is as follows. Let U’ and L’ consist of those sequences 
(&I, Z0, * * . 9 u,) and (uO, ZO, . . . , u,, Z,) from P respectively where II 2 0. Let P’ 
consist of those finite sequences (u& Z& u;, I;, . . .) for which each uj E U’, each 
1: E L’, each sequence Zj is a l-place extension of the sequence ui and each uj+* is 
a l-place extension of Zf. If I’ = (. . . , Z) EL’ define E’(Z’) = E(Z) and if also 
m’=(..., m) E L’ let I’ E: m’ iff Z cE m. 
Then for any input (u, I, p) for Y we obtain a corresponding input (u’, I’, p’) 
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for 9” where U’ = (u), 1’ = (u, 1) and for each (u&l& . . . , u;, IA) E P’, 
p’(u& I& . . . ) IA;, 1;) =p(Q. 
We emphasize that Proposition 1 is true for all CY 2 1 including the cases where 
(Y is a limit ordinal. In these cases the result does have a different appearance 
from the treatment in [2] where only a special sort of limit system was considered. 
It seems likely that this latter sort of system will no longer be useful, but in case it 
is, and also to assist with the discussions of Sections 3 and 4, we give here the 
corresponding definitions and the corresponding result in the present format. 
Definitions. Let CY be a limit ordinal and let (a;t) be a recursive increasing 
sequence of successor ordinals whose supremum is (Y. 
An (a;,)-system is a structure 9’ = (U, L, P, (se)& satisfying conditions (l), 
(2) and (3) for an a-system together with: 
(4),, If (u,,, l,,, . . . , u,, I,, u,,+J E P, if CY,, > ~$r > & > - - - > &, and if Z,, = ml sE, 
m2 !q2 - - ’ c&l mk, then there exists Z,,,, for which (uO, l,,, . . . , u,, f,, 
u,,+~, l,,+*) E P and mi sgi Z,+* for each i = 1,2, . . . , k. 
[Thus, in comparison with the previous condition (4), cx has been changed 
to an.] 
An (a,,)-input for 9’ is an input (u, 1, p) for which each restriction of p to 
arguments of the form (uO, lo, . . . , u,, l,) is do, uniformly in n, and an 
( an)-index for such a p is a recursive index for a corresponding sequence of Ai” 
indices. 
Proposition 2. Every ( a;, )-input for an ( a;, )-system has a conservative At run. 
Moreover, there is a partial effective procedure which assigns to u, 1, any 
( CX,, )-index for p and any r.e. index for Sf, a At index for a conservative run s of 
the input (u, I, p) for Y and an r-e. index for E(s). Cl 
Comment. Thus, from assumption (4)0 which is weaker than (4), we obtain the 
weaker conclusion that ( CX~)-inputs, rather than arbitrary AZ inputs, are 
accepted. We could add that the nature of the At run uo, lo, ul, II, . . . obtained 
is special in the same sense that recursively in n one may obtain a A”, index for 
u,+~ and I,+,. 
Both Propositions 1 and 2 follow, as described in Section 3, from the 
construction of [2]. 
3. New systems from old 
In contrast with the notion of an cr-system described in Section 2, we shall refer 
to the o-systems of [2] of the form 9 = (T, L, S, N, F, (a,),,,,,) as old 
cu-systems. 
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These were defined only when (Y is a successor ordinal and for limit ordinals 
only old (cm),)-systems were considered, analogous to our present (a;,)-systems. 
The definition of an old cu-system involved seven conditions and we should 
immediately note that the first of these is given incorrectly in [2] and should 
instead read: 
(1) For each u E To there exists I E L such that S(u, 1) and F(1) # 0. 
We assume, in this section only, familiarity with [2] and relate the old systems 
to the new systems in two steps. In Step 1, we describe how a quite minor 
modification of the definition of old a-systems does not affect the argument given 
in [2]. In Step 2 we show how a new a-system can be converted into a modified 
old a-system, thereby establishing Proposition 1 when CY is a successor ordinal. 
In just the same way, we can establish Proposition 2 for our new (m,,)-systems. 
We conclude the section by showing that the results for the old a-systems may 
quickly be deduced from the results for new ones. 
Step 1. Let CY be a successor ordinal. By a modified old a-system, we mean a 
system .T= (T, L, S, N, F, ( 4s)s<w, E) for which (T, L, S, N, F, (4,),,,,,) is 
an old o-system over some complete recursive metric space X, E c L x N is r.e., 
Cl, is an extra r.e. binary relation on L and the following further conditions are 
fulfilled. 
(8) a, is reflexive and transitive. 
(9) If 1 Cl, m, then E(1) G E(m) [where E(f) = {m : (I, m) E E}]. 
(5)* As for (5) of [2] with 16 y1 replaced by 0 < yr. 
(7)* As for (7) of [2] with crO 3 1 replaced by crO 3 0. 
Proposition 1 of [2] is established using a ‘Main Lemma’ in which a 
‘l-precursor’ T’ = (T’, L’, S’, N’, F’) of T is constructed. Because of the 
stronger version (7)* of condition (7), we can, in exact analogy with the 
construction of P-precursors for p > 1, define the relation Qh on L’, based on 
Cl,, and require that whenever N’(u’, l’, v’, m’) for u’, V’ E T’ and I’, m’ E L’, 
then 1’ aAm’. 
As in [2], for each u E To, each I E L with S(u, I) and F(Z) # 0, and each At 
instruction p, there exist coresponding u’, 1’ and p’ for T’, where p’ is recursive. 
There is thus a recursive labelling u& I& u;, l;, . . . of p’ in T’, beginning with u’, 
1’ and having an r.e. adherent point, and this in turn, by a repeated limiting 
process, gives a At labelling uo, 1,, ul, II, . . . of p beginning with u, I and having 
the same adherent point. 
But we may make a further deduction. Each Zi is, by the construction, a 
hereditarily finite sequence from L and, again by the construction, the result, ii, 
of removing the sequence-forming symbols and deleting repetitions is a finite 
sequence from L in which every two adjacent members are related, in order, by 
a, for some E 3 1. In just the same way, the result of removing repetitions from 
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the concatenated sequence I,,, ii, i,, . . . gives subsequences I”i for which the last 
entry of fi is in the relation 4, to the first entry of fi+i. 
Thus, by condition (5), in the concatenated sequence CJ = I,, r”,, fz, . . . , 
adjacent pairs are related, in order, by Cl,. Now the AZ sequence lo, Ii, . . . is 
obtained by a repeated limiting process from 16, I;, . . . and is therefore a 
subsequence of o. On the other hand, the sequence mi of last elements of the fi, 
which is certainly recursive, is also a subsequence of o. By condition (9) it follows 
that iJi E(l;) = lJi E(mi) which is r.e. 
We have thus shown that for a modified old a-system 9, for each u E T,, each 1 
with S(u, 1) and F(1) #0, and eeach At instruction p, there is a AZ labelling 
4, 10, Ul, 4, . . . of p where u0 = U, lo = 1, having an r.e. adherent point and for 
which also lJ, E(I,J is r.e. 
Step 2. We continue to assume that a is a successor ordinal, say (Y = p + 1, and 
we now observe that any (new) a-system 9 = (U, L, P, E, ( G~)~<~) can be 
converted to a modified old m-system 5 = (T’, L’, S’, N’, F’, (Cl,),,,, E’) 
over any complete recursive metric space X. 
For 12 3 0, let TA be the set of all sequences (uO, lo, . . . , u,-,, u,) E P for which 
each lj a, lj+I. For 12 > 0, the predecessor of (uO, lo, . . . , u,-~, l,, u,) in T’ is, of 
course, (u”, lo, . . . , u,_~). Let L’ be the set of all sequences 
(uo, l”, . . . 9 u,, 1,) E P for IZ > 0 for which, also, each li 4, li+I. 
Define S’ to hold precisely for those (u’, I’) E T’ x L’ for which the sequence 1’ 
extends the sequence u’ by exactly one entry and similarly let N’ hold for those 
(u’, I’, v’, m’) E T’ x L’ x T’ x L’ for which I’, v’, m’ each extend the sequences 
u’, I’, v’ respectively by one entry. 
For each I’ E L’, define F’(l’) =X. If 1’ = (uo, l,,, . . . , u,, I,), define E’(1’) = 
E(1,) and if also m’ = (vo, ma, . . . , vk, mk) define 1’ Ue m’ iff 1, c6 mk. 
Now, for any AZ input (u, 1, p) for 9, p will determine an instruction p’ for 3’ 
by p’(u), 1’) = (uo, lo, . . . , u,, I,,, u,+~) where, if 1’ = (uo, lo, . . . , u,, I,) then 
r&+1= P(U0, lo, * . . > u,, 1,). By the conclusion of Step 1, there is a AZ labelling 
u& l& u;, r;, . . . of p’ with u& = (u), 1; = (u, 1) and for which lJ, E’(1,) is r.e. But 
by the definition of .Y’, these are the initial segments of a AZ conservative run of 
the input (u, 1, p) on 5. This establishes Proposition 1 in the case where CY is a 
successor ordinal. 
(a;,)-systems 
Steps 1 and 2 may be used in the same way to establish Proposition 2 of Section 
2. The only alteration to Step 1 is that for a modified old (a,,)-system condition 
(7)* results from the same change to condition (7)’ of [2] rather than to 
condition (7). For Step 2, the definition of (I’ is the set of sequences 
(uo, lo, . . . , Ui) E P such that each 1, aon ln+, where cu, =/I,, + 1, and the 
definition of L’ is similarly altered. 
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Redesigning old systems 
When, in Step 2, a new cu-system is treated as an old one, we take each 
F(Z) = X, so the metric space X has no further significance. In spite of this, there 
is actually no loss of generality in using new a-systems rather than old ones, since 
the construction of an r.e. adherent point of X may be incorporated into a 
suitable choice of the relation E, as follows. 
Let 9 = (T, L, S, N, F, (a&,) b e an old a-system over a complete metric 
space X with a family B(X) of chosen non-empty basic open sets. We define an 
‘equivalent’ new o-system .Y” = (U’, L’, P’, E’, (&)&. Let U’ = U and let L’ 
be the set of all pairs (I, a) E L x B(X) for which F(l) fl CT # 0. Let P’ consist of 
those finite sequences (zQ,, (lo, oO), ul, (II, a,), . . .) for which each Ui E U’, each 
(li, ai) EL’, S(U~, IO), each N(u~, lip Ui+l, li+i), each oi+l+ oi and each 6(oi) < 
l/(i + 1). If 1’ = (I, a) E L’ define E’(I’) = {r E B(X): o+ r} and if also m’ = 
(m, r) E L’ define I’ rim’ if o+ t and, when 5 3 1, la, m. 
Now for any u E TO and any At instruction p for old a-system 9, let 1 E L be 
such that (u, I) ES and F(1) #0 and let o E B(X) be such that F(Z) II af0. 
Define the instruction p’ for 3’ byp’(u,,, (I,, a& ul, (Ii, a,), . . . , u,, (I,, a,)) = 
p(u,, 1,). Then (u, (I, a),~‘) is an input for 9’. If (u,,, (I,, a& ZQ, (I,, oi), . . .) is 
a conservative At run of this instruction on .Y’, then (uO, lo, ul, Ii, . . .) is a Ai 
labelling of p in -F having the adherent point x E X where {x} = n, a,. Clearly 
{r E B(X) :x E r} = U, E(I,, a,) and so x is an r.e. point of X. Thus, instead of 
the old a-system F, we may consider the new o-system 9’. 
Comment 1. The same construction shows how a modified old a-system 
Y= (T, L, s, N, F, (as)&E, E) can also be replaced by a new a-system 
9 = (U’, L’, P’, E’, (&<a). Th e only differeces are that now (I, a) GA (m, t) 
iff u+ t and 14, m and E’(1, a) = E(I) x {t E B(X): u+ r}. 
Comment 2. The same construction again also shows how an old (cu,)-system, 
modified or not, can be replaced by a new (cu,)-system. 
Comment 3. In view of Step 2 and Comment 1, it is clear that our new &-systems 
are precisely as general as modified old a-systems. But, since the former seem to 
be more natural, more simply described and more simply applied, there seems at 
present little reason to pursue the metric space approach. 
4. Lit a-systems 
In Section 3 we established Proposition 1 for successor ordinals and Proposition 
2, by modifying the corresponding arguments from [2]. We now show how 
Proposition 1 for limit ordinals can be deduced directly from Proposition 2, 
without reference to [2]. 
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LetF=(U,L,P,E,(cg)5<~)b e a new LY s s em where cr is a limit ordinal. ( ) -yt 
Let (cr,,) be an increasing recursive sequence of successor ordinals, whose 
supremum is a. We may construct an ‘equivalent’ (new) (a;,)-system Y’ = 
(U’, L’, P’, E’, ( c&)~<J as follows. 
Let U* = {u* : u E U} be a disjoint copy of U. We use the notation u(*) for 
u E II to mean either of u or u*. 
Let U’ consist of those sequences (uO, lo, . . . , ui, li, ulr),) for which i > 0 and 
(uo, 10, - * f , ui, li, ui+l) E p- Let L’ consist of those sequences 
(u0, Z0, . . . 7 pi, lip u$S.)~, li+l) for whch i 3 0 and (~0, lo, . . . , Ui, lip ut+l, li+l) E P. 
Let P’ consist of those sequences (u& l& u;, l;, . . .) where each ui E U’, l,! E L’ 
for which: 
(i) u; is of the form (u,,, lo, UT). 
(ii) 1; is of the form (u,,, lo, u:, 1,) where Z,, ~~~ Zi. 
(iii) If 1: is (uO, lo, . . . , ui, li, u:+~, li+l)p then uL+i is either 
(uo, Z0, * * * f Ut, li, Ui*+J or (Ug, lo, . . . , Ui, li, U) for some u E U. 
(iv) If 1; is (4, lo, - - . , 4, 4, ui+19 h+l), then uA+i is 
(uO, lo, . . . , ui, li, u~+~, li+l, u(*)) for some u E U. 
(v) If u: is (uO, lo, . . . , Uit li, u!:$), then 1’ is (~0, 10, n . . . ) Uij f!ij U$:i, I), for 
some 1 E L such that Zi sn;, 1. 
For 1’ = (. . . , 1) E L’ we define E’(1’) = E(1). If also m’ = (. . . , m) E L’, then 
we define 1’ &m’ iff 1 q m. 
Comment. The purpose of the u*‘s is that they are arbitrary choices of u’s which 
are repeatedly re-labelled in the sequence of IA’s until 12 becomes sufficiently large 
that the correct choice of u has become defined. 
To show that 9’ is an ( cu, )-system, we must verify condition (4),, of Section 1, 
as follows. 
Suppose that (u& l& , . . , u:, l:, uL+J E P’, that cu,, > E1 > & > - - - > & and 
that lA= ml G;, rn; c-i2 * . - E&_, m;. Then we must find Z:,, for which 
(u& l& . . . ) u:, z;, u ;+I, IA+,) E P and rn,! s&j ZL,, for i = 1,2, . . . , k. 
We may let each rn: = (. . . , mj). 
Case 1: 1; = (z&J, lo, . . . ) Ui, Zip Ui*+i, Zi+i> where Zi E, Zi+i. 
Case l(a): uA+i = (uO, lo, . . . , Uip li, u:+~). In this case we need ZA+i = 
(uO, Z,,, . . . , ui, li, u,*,~, I) where lj E an+I 1 and each mi s5, 1. But this is possible by 
condition (4) for F since we have (u,,, lo, . . . , ui, li, u~+~) E P, a > an+I > a,, > 
EI ’ * * ’ > & and Zi GE”+, Zi E, Zi+i = ml GE, 1722 CE~ ** * c&_, mk. 
Case l(b): ~,+i = (ug,lo, . . . , Uip Ii, u). In this case we need l:,, = 
(uo, lo, * * * , ut, li, U, 1) where li &an+I 1 and each mj sEi 1. The argument is the 
same as for l(a). 
Case 2: 1: = (Ug, 10, . . . , Ui, Ii, Ui+lp Zi+l) where Ii sa;, Zi+, and u:+~ = 
(h, l0, * * * 7 ui, 49 ui+l, li+l, .(*))* 
In this case we need lA+* = (uo, l,,, . . . , ui, li, u~+~, lj+l, UC*), 1) where 
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li+l Ga.+t 1 and each mj sE, 1. This is again possible by condition (4) for 3 since 
(uo,~o, . . - , ui, lip ui+l, li+l, ui+z) E P and li+l ~a”+, li+l =ml GE, m2 ~1~. . . GE*_, 
mk. 
Thus 9’ is indeed an ( an)-system. It remains to see how a At input (u, 1, p) 
for Y can be converted into a suitable (a,,)-input (u’, 1’, p’) for 3’. 
We may choose an arbitrary (u, 1, ul, 1,) in P for which 1 Go,, II and define 
U’ = (u, 1, UT) and 1’ = (u, 1, UT, 1,). 
Now since p is a At function, we have p = U,, p,, where uniformly in IZ each p,, 
is a partial At” function. We may define fin(x) = y if any one of p,,(x), . . . , p,(x) 
converges to y in at most it steps, so the domain of @,, is A$, uniformly in it, and 
P =U,Bn. 
We define the (cu,)-instruction p’ for 5’ as follows. Let u = 
(I.& l& . . . , u;, l;) E P. If 1: = (~0, lo, . . . , Ui, lip ui*,l, li+l), then p’(o) = 
(UO, /I33 * * * 7 ui, lip u, ’ @n(UO, lO7 * * * 9 ui, Ii) = u 
(Uo, 10, . . . , Ui, lip Ui*+l) if pn(Uo, lo, . . 
and P’(O) = 
’ not defined. 
(Ug, lo, . . . , Ui, liy Ui+lp li+l)p then p’(oj “;:I Iis. . . , Ui, Li, Ui+l, I,+ff U)" Ir 
Bn(Uo, lo, * * . , u~+~, li+l) = u and, if fjn(uo, lo, . . . , Ui+l, li+l) is not defined, then 
p’(o) = (UO, 6, * * * 7 ui, li+l, z$+~) for the first available sequence of the form 
(Uo, 10, f . - 7 ui+l, li+l, Ui+Z) in P. 
By Proposition 2, there is a conservative (a;t) run, s’, of the input (u’, I’, p’) 
for -7’. Let S’ = (u& l& 4, l;, . . .). If we let I:: denote the result of removing from 
the sequence 1; the entry of the form u*, if any, and the following entry from L, 
then the sequences l;I, l’i, &, . . . will form non-decreasing initial segments of a 
run, S, on 9, of the input p for Y, and since all members of L appearing in the 1: 
are linearly-ordered by so, we deduce that E(s) = E’(s’) which is r.e. Thus there 
is a conservative At run of (u, 1, p) on Y, which establishes Proposition 1 in the 
remaining case where (Y is a limit ordinal. 
5. Intinitary formulas 
In the case of r.e. structures, we wish to define the Em and & formulas of L,,, 
in such a way that the recursive Z, and & formulas form suitable classes of 
formulas which on any r.e. structure will define, respectively, pa and n”, 
relations. To avoid confusion with the corresponding notions in [2] we therefore 
use the superscript + , since in r.e. structures only the unnegated atomic formulas 
together with the formulas Xi #xi will necessarily be r.e. 
Definitions. A basic positive formula is a finite conjunction of formulas each of 
which is either an unnegated atomic formula or a formula of the form xi #Xi. 
A basic negative formula is similarly a finite disjunction of formulas each of 
which is either a negated atomic formula or a formula of the form Xi = Xi. 
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[Thus, both the basic positive and basic negative formulas contain formulas 
which are identically false and formulas which are identically true.] 
The Zz and II,’ formulas are precisely the truth values T and F. 
For CY > 0, the 2: formulas are those of the form 
where X and each J,, denote finite sequences of variables, each &, is a basic 
positive formula and each I/J” is II; for some p < (Y. Likewise, the II,+ formulas 
are those of the form 
where each @, is basic negative and each +,, is 2; for some /3 < IX. 
Notes. While the .YC: formulas are clearly the positive EI formulas, subject to the 
convention that occurrences of # are regarded as positive, the 22 formulas, for 
example, need not, of course, be positive since they include all negated atomic 
formulas. 
We also note that all basic positive formulas are IT+, so that for (Y> 2 the 
definition of .Zz formulas could be given more simply to be those formulas of the 
form Wn El?,, vn(j, j&) for which each ~JJ, is II; for some /3 -=c CY, and the 
definition of II: formulas for a: > 2 could analogously be simplified. We have 
used the present definition in order to avoid repetition in the proofs of the 
lemmas. 
The Z’, and II, formulas (without the sign +) have a similar, more 
straightforward definition, given in [2]. For the purposes of this paper, since these 
classes are occasionally referred to, we may use the following definition which has 
the same effect up to logical equivalence. 
Definition. The Z, and II, formulas are those obtained from 2: and II,+ 
formulas by arbitrary substitutions of negated atomic formulas for occurrences of 
atomic formulas or vice versa. 
Notation. For any structure 3, we let Z,‘(a) denote the set of all 2: sentences 
true in 8, and similarly for IIz(‘?I). 
Now let % and 93 be countable structures, not necessarily different, and let Z 
and 6 be finite sequences from 9l and ‘B respectively, having the same lengths. 
We proceed to obtain an equivalent formulation of the statement that 
n,+@I, a> 5 II,‘(%, 6). 
Definition. For sequences 6 from % and 6 from ‘$3 of the same lengths, we define 
a ~0’ 6 to be invariably true. For CY > 0 we define ti s,’ 6 if for every sequence d 
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from 58, every /3 < (Y and every basic positive formula 9 true for 6, d in 8, there 
is a sequence E from !?I, of the same lengths as d, for which ii, E 3; d, d and $ is 
true for G, E in VI. 
Note. In the event that elements may belong to more than one of the structures 
under consideration, this notation, while compact, is imprecise and should 
perhaps be expanded to (VI, 6) s: (58, 6). But then, in view of the next lemma, 
we may as well write IT,+(?-l, fi) E I7~(%3,6). ~ 
Lemma 1. For sequences H from % and 6 from ‘93 and for all a-, the followiyg are 
equivalent. 
(i) a <z 6, 
(ii) n,‘(!?I, fi) E n~(93,6), 
(iii) X,+(&6) 3 Z,‘(E3,6). 
Proof. Clearly (ii) and (iii) are equivalent, since the negation of any JZz formula 
is logically equivalent to a II,’ formula, and vice versa. 
For (Y = 0, all the conditions are trivially true from the definitions. We show the 
equivalence of (i) and (iii) by transfinite induction on a>O. 
Suppose first that li G,’ 6. Let t&(Z) be any Z,’ formula true for 6 in ‘3. Then 
I/@) is of the form 
where &, is basic positive and q,, is Din for some Pn < (Y. Thus, for some n and 
some d from 58, the formulas en and q,, are true for 6, d in 8. By the definition 
of c;, there therefore exists E from %?I for which a, E 3; 6, d and & is true in VI 
for a, E. But then, by induction hypothesis, fl&(%?l, 3, E) 2 n&(%3, 6, a) and so 
also r,!~~ is true in 8 for a, E. Thus 3 is true for d in VI. We have therefore shown 
that Z~(‘?I, ti) 2 Z~(‘!-b, 6) as required for (iii). 
Conversely, suppose that E~(%!l, E) 2 .Zz(‘5b, 6). We wish to show that ti <z 6, 
so let d be a sequence from ‘%3, let /3 < cr and let $(f, y) be a basic positive 
formula true in 93 for I?, d. Consider all those sequences di, Ei from %?I having the 
same lengths as 6, d and for which &, Ei 3; 6, d. For each i, by induction 
hypothesis, we may choose a n$ formula q&X, jj) which is true in !8 for 6, d 
but false in 9-l for iii, 15~. Let I+!J~ be a Z7: formula equivalent to Ai qs,P Then the 
formula 37 ($ (3, f) & Ws (% J)) is a 2: formula true of 6 in !?3 and so, by 
supposition, true of li in 3. So there exists E from ‘?I such that both @ and I& are 
true for G, E in VI. It follows that ti, E S; 6, d, since otherwise Z, E would be iii, Ei 
for some i, and t/+ is false for each Gi, Pi. We have therefore shown that 
a<;& 0 
Note. As previously remarked, the definitions of the classes of 2,’ and flz 
formulas for a > 2 need not refer to basic positive formulas. In view of Lemma 1, 
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neither needs the definition of (I $6 for cy > 2, which can equivalently be given 
as: for all (5 and all /l< (Y there exists E for which (5, E 3; 6, d. 
In our constructions, we make use of a fixed infinite recursive set, C, a family 
of structures, ‘?Ii, and various finite partial one-one functions from C into one or 
other of the S& 
Definition. If f, g are finite partial one-one functions from C into !?Ii, ‘?Ij 
respectively, then we define f 4: g if dam(g) 1 dam(f) = d, say, and f(d) G: 
g(d). 
Note. As for the definition of the relations G:, if it is ambiguous which 
structures are to be regarded as the codomains of f and g, then one should 
perhaps write (ai, f) 4: (‘?lj, g). 
The significance of this definition, for our purposes, lies in the following 
lemmas. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that f, g are as above and that f 4: g. Suppose further that 
a > #?, that E is a sequence from C and that @(Z) is a basic positive sentence true 
for g(E) in %!lj. Th en there exbts a finite partial one-one h I> f for which $ is true 
for h(E) in %i and g 4; h. 
Proof. We may suppose that dam(g) = E = El, Pz where El = dam(f) and that 
f (2,) = 4, g(G) = 61 and g(Q = 6,. Then since f 4: g, we have G1 C: 6,. Let #’ 
be the conjunction of @ with all the inequalities which hold for 6r, 6,. Then #’ is 
also a basic positive formula and, since 9’ is true for hl, 6, in ~j then, by 
definition of s:, there exists Ez from !?Ii for which cl, cS2 3: 6i, 6, and $’ is true 
for ai, cSz in ?Ii. We may therefore define h by h(E,) = aI and h(E,) = ii2. 0 
Lemma 3. Suppose that, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , k, J is a finite partial one-one 
function from C to Bj. Suppose further that E1 > & > * . . > & 2 0, that 
fi a ;, f2 a ;* - - - agk_, fk, that E is a sequence from dom(f,) and that $(Z) is a 
basic positive formula true for fk(E) in ‘&. Then there is a finite partial one-one 
function g from C to 211 for which g a fi, $ is true for g(E) in 211 and L 42 g for 
i = 1, 2, . . . , k. 
Proof. By induction on k > 2. For k = 2, the result follows from Lemma 2. For 
k > 2, by Lemma 2 there exists h 1 fk--l for which fk a& h and $ is true for h(E) 
in %?&-r. 
Then fk--2 a;km,f,-l G h, SO we have fi a;, fi a& - - - agk_,j._-2 aik_, h. Thus, 
by induction hypothesis, there exists g 2 fi such that fi 4; g for i = 1, 2, . . . , 
k - 2, h a,+,_, g and @ is true for g(5) in !?lr. But then fk_-l E h a&, g, which 
givesfk--l agk_, g andfk a& h a&, g, which gives fk a&. h. 0 
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Results using Proposition 1, such as the theorem of the next section, appear to 
need that the relevant relations G$ are uniformly r.e. Accordingly we make the 
following definitions, analogous to those of [5]. 
Definition. A recursive sequence of r.e. structures is a sequence (!?li)isl of 
structures ‘21i = (Ak(R:),& of the same recursive similarity type for which Z is an 
r.e. set and each relation Ri is r.e. uniformly in i and k. 
An a-friendly family of r.e. structures, where (Y < myK, is a recursive sequence 
( 5?li)i,, of r.e. structures such that, using some notation for LY, the relation 
z;(‘?&, G) E 2$(‘%j, 6) is r.e. in i, Z, a, 6 and E < a: 
Comment. In spite of the apparently restrictive nature of this condition, several 
commonly occurring classes of structures have this property. In fact, all of the 
examples given in [5] are clearly such, because for linearly ordered sets every JQ 
formula is equivalent to a 2’; formula and vice versa. 
A separate but related phenomenon involves the notion of recursive ,Y$ and 
Z7; formulas. These are the 2; and Z7; formulas respectively in which all the 
disjunctions and conjunctions appearing are r.e., in terms of a set of indices for 
recursive formulas defined simultaneously. 
If, for structure ‘?I and 93, we have ZZ,‘(%?I) #ZZn;(‘B), then there is a ZZ; 
sentence q true in one structure but not the other. Even if 2l and 23 are r.e. 
structures, there seems no reason why there should be such a recursive Z7&! 
sentence q, but again for several commonly occurring classes of structures, this is 
the case. Lemmas 4 and 5 below establish one such set of circumstances. 
Definitions. A positive, open formula is a finite disjunction of basic positive 
formulas. A positive existential formula is a (finitary) formula of the form 
37 c#@, 7) where $ is a positive open formula 
The positive open diagram (respectively the positive existential diagram) of a 
structure %!I = (A, ( Ri)& is the set of all positive open sentences (respectively 
positive existential sentences) of L(A) which are true in (2, (a),,,). 
Lemma 4. Suppose that (ai)i,, is a recursive sequence of r.e. structures such that, 
using some notation for cu, the relations ZI,+(‘&, a) c ZI;(‘$, 6) for 1 c /I < a are 
2: in i, j, G, 6 and p. Suppose also that the positive exbtential diagram of each VIi 
is recursive, uniformly in i E 1. 
Then for each i E I, each sequence (r from IXi and each y == cz we can effectively 
find a recursive IIF formula v(3) such that, for all j E Z and all sequences 6 from 
~j we have ZZ~(‘&, (5) G ZZ~(flj~ 6) iff ‘%j != ~[6]. 
Proof. For y = 0, v(j) may be taken to be the truth value T. 
For y > 0, we may proceed by recursive transfinite induction on y s cy to 
define, for each d, i and y, an index for a suitable formula q, in the following 
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way. We note that, from the definition of the relations <G and by Lemma 1, we 
have the following statement. 
For all y > 0, IIc(?li, C) E nT(&j, 6) iff for every /I < y, every d from ~j and 
every basic positive formula $(Z, J) for which ~j b #[6, a], there exists E from 5?Ii 
for which n,+(~i, ti, E) 2 n~(?lj~ 6, a) and %i k @[ti, E]. 
For fixed i, G and y > 0 and for each /I < y, let S, denote the set of all 
quadruples u = (i, 6, d, 9) f or which 6 and d are sequences from aj, 6 has the 
same length as C, @(Z, jj) is a basic positive formula, ~j != $[6, a] and yet there is 
no E from ‘3i for which both 2Ii k $[a, E] and II,+(?Ii, ii, E) 2 ng(‘?Ij, 6, d). 
For each such (T E S, we may define the formula e,(Z) to be VJ l#(Y, y) v 
11#&, 7)) where q, is a recursive fig formula obtained using the induction 
hypothesis having the property that, for all E, fli(‘%,, a, E) 2 n~(‘$?lji, 6,n) iff 
pi ~ W~[a, E]. W e may therefore take the desired formula q(X) to be equivalent to 
It remains to see why such a I$ may be taken to be a recursive fl: formula. We 
note that, by our assumptions, the conditions ‘%j L @[6, a] and %i l= $[C, E] are, for 
basic positive I$, recursive and that the condition IIi(%i, 6, E) + II~(‘?Ij~ 6, a) is 
uniformly I$,. Thus, for /3 3 1, the set S, is fls uniformly in /3. 
If we define the formula I/+&) to be AGES0 6,(X), then for /3 3 1 we may 
re-express qs as a recursive conjunction & (x0-, 6,), where each x0 is a 
recursive 17s’ sentence obtained recursively from o. Because of the form of 8,, 
vfi may therefore be re-expressed again as a II;,, formula. 
In the case where /3 = 0, since the condition nc(‘%i, 6, E) z nz(Ylj, 6, a) is 
invariably true, the set S,, is recursive (and each q,,(f, y) for o E S, is the truth 
value T). Thus the formula &,(3) is a recursive conjunction and so may be 
re-expressed as a recursive n: formula. 
We have now shown that for each B < y the formula I&&) may uniformly in /I 
be expressed as a recursive II;+, formula and thence as a recursive fl: formula, 
from which it follows that the desired recursive conjunction lx\s<v I,!+&) may 
also be re-expressed as a recursive II: formula. Cl 
Comments (on the assumptions). We note that the assumption that the positive 
open diagrams of the 5?Ii are recursive rather than r.e. is needed in the proof to 
show that the set S, is fl rather than Ai, which is only critical in the case where 
y = 2. The stronger assumption that the positive existential diagrams of the $?li are 
recursive is needed to show that the set S, is recursive rather than z, which is 
important only in the case where y = 1. Without these assumptions, however, the 
induction appears to fail, at least for finite values of y. 
The assumptions of Lemma 4 imply, of course, that each of the structures ‘?Ii is 
in fact a recursive strucfwe. This does not mean that in this case the study of r.e. 
structures has become reduced to that of recursive structures. We may still, as in 
Section 6, construct isomorphic r.e. copies which are not necessarily recursive. 
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The need for such assumptions, here as elsewhere, seems to reflect the fact that 
for the recursive properties of r.e. or recursive copies of a structure to correlate 
neatly with the recursive syntactical properties of the structure, there must be at 
least one copy of the structure in which many additional features are recursive. 
A similar remark seems to apply for classes of structures. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 4 we have: 
Lemma 5. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4, for each y< CY, if 
ITG(clr,) $ IT~(IXj) then there is a recursive l7; sentence true in ?li but not in ?Ij. 
Proof. We may apply the conclusion of 
%i* 0 
Lemma 4 to the empty sequence in 
6. Pairs of r.e. structures 
Let %?I and ‘%I be r.e. structures. We write 
Vl if II:, 
!I3 if not 
to abbreviate the following statement: “For every II: set, S, there is a recursive 
sequence (En )ne~ of r.e. structures such that, for each n, 
Q ~ % ifnES, 
n I !l3 ifn$S.” 
Conditions for this property of %, ‘93 and a, in the case of recursive structures 
3, 93 and Q,, were discussed in [5] and several examples and generalizations 
were established. We show here that an analogous treatment is possible for r.e. 
structures, using Proposition 1. 
Theorem. Suppose that {‘%!I, ‘B} is an a-friendly pair of r.e. structures, where 
ff c 0:“. Suppose abo that the positive existential diagrams of both ‘?I and ‘93 are 
recursive. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for 
( 
%!I ifn;, 
B ifnot 
is that l7~(‘8) 2 II,‘(B). 
Proof. To see that the condition is necessary, we note that the assumptions of the 
theorem ensure the assumptions of Lemma 4. Thus, if IT:(%) +I IT:(B) then, by 
Lemma 5, there is a recursive l7: sentence ?JJ which is true in B but not in ‘2X. Let 
S be a II: set which is not pm and suppose, for a contradiction, that there is a 
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recursive sequence ( En)neN of r.e. structures for which 
~ ~ ?I ifnES, 
n { 23 if n $ S. 
Then we have n rj S iff B,, k q, which is a Dz property of n, contradicting the 
assumption that S is not p,. 
We proceed to show that the condition is sufficient, for which we need only the 
assumption that {a, ‘B} is a-friendly. Let us re-write ‘8 and ??3 as %?I0 and 211, 
suppose that ZI~(YI,) ZI ZI~(‘%,) and let S be any II: set. 
We construct, uniformly in n, suitable &-systems Sp, and At inputs (u,, I,,, p,). 
In this case u,, 1, and Yn = Y = (U, L, P, E, (q)& are independent of n. 
Let C be a fixed infinite recursive set, which will be the domain of each En. Let 
U = (0, l}. Let L be the set of all triples (r, f, D) for which r = 0 or 1, fis a finite 
one-one partial function from C to ‘9& and D is (the set of Giidel numbers of) a 
finite set of atomic sentences @(I?) of L(C) for which E E dam(f) and VI, k 
@if WI- 
We let P be the set of all finite sequences (uO, lo, ul, Ii, . . .) where each 
ii = (ri, A, DJ such that, for each i: 
(i) ri = Ui. 
(ii) Dam($) contains the first i elements of C. 
(iii) Ran(J) contains the first i elements of %?lri. 
(iv) Di contains each atomic sentence $(E) of L(C) for which @(J(E)) has 
appeared in the first i steps of the enumeration of the diagram of ‘?I,,. 
(v) If Ui = 1, then Ui+l= 1. 
(vi) If Ui+l = Uip then $+I zh. 
If I = (r, f, D), then we define E(Z) = D. If also 1’ = (r’, f ‘, II’), then we define 
lcgI’iffD~D’andfaS+f’. 
As required in the definition of an a-system, we note that the set L is r.e., 
since ‘?I0 and 3, are r.e. structures, and that the relations Q on L are r.e. 
uniformly in 5 < (Y by the assumption that the family {5X,,, (rri} is a-friendly. 
Since the set S is n”,, there is a (0, l}-valued At function h(n, i) such that, for 
each n, h(n, i) is non-decreasing and n E S iff h(n, i) = 0 for all i. So, uniformly in 
n, we may define an input (u, I, P,J for Y where u = 0, I,= (0, 0,0) and 
Pn(Uo, lo, * - - , Ui, li) = h(n, i) for each i 3 0. 
A conservative AZ run uo, f,, ul, II, . . . of the input (u, I, pn) on 9’ determines, 
therefore, a chain of finite sets Di of atomic sentences of L(C) whose r.e. union is 
the diagram of the desired r.e. structure 6, and a sequence f;: of finite partial 
functions forming a chain (from some point on, in the case where n $ S) whose 
union is an isomorphism from (5 either to VI0 if n E S or to ‘2X1 if n $ S. The 
uniformity of the enumeration of the B, follows from the uniformity of the p,, and 
the second part of Proposition 1. 
It remains only to verify that the system Y we have defined is in fact an 
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a-system. Conditions (1) and (2) follow immediately from the definitions and 
from Lemma 1, while condition (3) follows from the definitions alone. 
To establish condition (4), suppose that a> E1 > &> * - - > &, that 
(uo, lo, - - * 3 Ui, li, Ui+l) E P and that li = ml ~5, m2 ~5~ ** * cgt_l wk. 
Let mi = (q,J, Di). Then we have fi a;& a& - - - q_, fk and D1 E D2 E 
. . . E Dk. Let @(E) be the COUjUUCtiOU of the SentenCeS of Dk. Then, since 
mk E L, C#I is true for fk(E) in a, and so, by Lemma 3, there exists g 1 fi such that 
@ is true for g(E) in &, and fi a, g for each j = 1, 2, . . . , k. 
In the case where Ui+l = Ui, we may take the li+l required by condition (4) to 
be (Ui+l, f, D) where f z g and D 2 Dk are chosen to satisfy the definitions of L 
and P. 
In the remaining case, where Ui = 0 and Ui+l= 1, then g is a finite partial 
one-one function from C to ‘?I,, whose domain, without loss of generality, is E and 
such that 9 is true in &, for g(Z). Now since ,!jl < (Y and since we are assuming 
that KXKJ 2 K%%), we may apply Lemma 1 and the definition of G,’ to the 
empty sequences from ‘?I,, and ‘?li and deduce that there exists 6 from ‘?ll for 
which g(E) G;, 6 and @ is true for 6 in ‘8,. We may therefore define g’ by 
g’(E) = 6, so that g a&g’ and take Zi+l in this case to be (1, D) where zg’ 
and are the and 
Comment 1. Unlike the corresponding argument for Theorem 3.1 of [5], we have 
not needed here to give separate arguments in the two cases where (Y is a 
successor ordinal and (Y is a limit ordinal. 
Comment 2. A virtually identical proof of Theorem 3.1 of [5] itself, in which all 
the structures considered are required to be recursive rather than r.e., can be 
given, using our new cY-systems. The changes needed are merely that the sets D 
in the definition of L consist of finite sets of atomic and negated atomic formulas 
and the relations Q are defined in terms of the relations a, between functions 
instead of the 4;. (The relations a, and s5 were paraphrased in [5] but were 
treated in [2] and [3] and have the same connections with lIE formulas as do the 
present a; and <; with ng formulas.) 
Comment 3. On the other hand, our present result already yields Theorem 3.1 of 
[5] directly in the following way. As remarked in Section 1, each structure 
?I = (A, (Ri)i,r) for L yields an expansion 8’ = (A, (Ri)i,r, (Ri)i,l) for L’ such 
that ‘8 is recursive iff ‘%’ is r.e. 
Each Q formula I/J of L gives rise to an equivalent n$ formula I/J’ of L’ by 
replacing appropriate occurrences of the symbols 1Pi and Pi by the new symbols 
4 and 14 respectively. This transformation can be reversed and is entirely 
effective, so that recursive 17, formulas of L correspond to recursive II; formulas 
of L’. Moreover, the finitary quantifier-free and existential formulas of L can be 
transformed into equivalent finitary positive and positive existential formulas of 
L’ respectively, and vice versa. 
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It follows that if structures % and 8 satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 of 
[5], namely that (3, B} is an a-friendly family of recursive structures having 
recursive existential diagrams, then {a’, B’} is an m-friendly family of r.e. 
structures having recursive positive existential diagrams, so 2l’ and 8’ satisfy the 
assumptions of the present theorem. The condition &(a) 2 &(‘B) is likewise 
equivalent to the condition IIL(‘%‘) 2 II~(%‘). If (0: n noN is a recursive sequence ) 
of recursive structures for which 
B ~ 2l ifnES, 
n I 8 ifn$S 
then the corresponding expansion CL form a recursive sequence of r.e. structures 
for which 
B,~ %?I ifnES, 
n I 93’ ifn#S, 
while if (QA)nEN is a recursive sequence of r.e. structures satisfying this second 
condition then, by the nature of ‘2l’ and B’, each 6: is in fact a recursive structure 
and the corresponding reducts a,, form a recursive sequence of recursive 
structures satisfying the first condition. 
Thus, applying our present theorem to the family {‘%I, B’} yields Theorem 3.1 
of [5] for the family {‘?I, B}. 
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